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1. The cat sat on the mat.

2. The rain in Spain stays mainly on the plain.

3. I feel the need, the need for speed.

4. Hear the mellow wedding bells.

5. She sells sea shells by the sea shore.

6. The fleet feet sweep by the sleep geeks.

7. The fire is bright on this silent night.

8. The owl flew out of the blue.

9. I tried to light the fire.

10. It's hot and it's monotonous.

11. The early bird catches the worm.

12. Fly high in the bright sky.

13. The falling leaves floated by the river.

14. The tall wall stood gallantly.

15. Go slow on the road.

16. The moon looms over the gloomy room.

17. The cat danced on the mat with a hat.

18. Sweet dreams sweep clean.

19. Time flies when you're having fun.

20.Keep the sheep in the deep meadow.

21. Strike a light, it's quite a sight.

22.Turn on the lights, the night invites.



23.The days are long, but the years are short.

24.Jump up and touch the sky.

25.The beast feasted on the yeast.

26.Loud crowds shout out loud.

27.He sees the fleet feet of his niece.

28.Hear the beat of the drumming heat.

29.Green leaves sway in the summer breeze.

30.She took the cookie from the cookie jar.

31. A calm palm lies below the balm.

32.Old oaks grow bold and cold.

33.Blinking pink ink in a sink.

34.The cat's claws cause chaos.

35.He speaks with bleak streaks.

36.Little Billy likes to dilly-dally.

37.Hush, the brush strokes are lush.

38.Frosty the snowman was jolly and happy.

39.He feeds the weeds with seeds.

40.Rock the boat, don’t tip the boat over.

41. Clear beer makes the peer cheer.

42.A bear sat in a chair, fair and square.

43.Cool pools look blue under the moon.

44.Slim Jim swam in the gym.

45.Flip the script, make it crisp.

46.A moose is on the loose with some juice.

47. Packed with snacks for the track.

48.Ride the tide and glide with pride.

49.Creep and peep, don't make a beep.

50.Quick and slick, the trick did the trick.

51. He cries with wide-open eyes.

52.Pure furs lure the curious.

53.Bright nights ignite flights.



54.She knows where the yellow flowers grow.

55. A sad lad sat on a pad.

56.Trick or treat, smell my feet.

57. The smell of shellfish is quite delish.

58.Cast a spell, ring the bell.

59.A grand handstand on the sand.

60.Freshly pressed, no more stress.

61. Blaze and amaze, it's just a phase.

62.Go with the flow, row by row.

63.Make a cake, don't let it bake.

64.Time to dine, everything's fine.

65.The gold mold was really old.

66.Jump for joy, oh boy!

67. Break the cake, for goodness' sake.

68.Sing a song, it won't be long.

69.The cat and the bat did a little chat.

70.Try to fry the pie, oh my!

71. Little Bo Peep lost her sheep.

72. Sly foxes are in the boxes.

73.He looked good in the hood.

74. The dish is full of fish.

75. Snakes and cakes make great lakes.

76. A big pig dug a hole to jig.

77. Thin pins win in the inn.

78.The cop hoped to stop the flop.

79. A slim trim made him grin.

80.The rung was flung over the young one.

81. Cool school rules the pool.

82.Ripe types gripe about the hype.

83.Ten hens went to the glen.

84.Cook the book, give it a look.



85.Swell and tell, ring the bell.

86.Fill the hill with daffodils.

87.Mop the top, don't let it drop.

88.The sun is fun when you're on the run.

89.Shake the lake, make it quake.

90.Hot pots are on the lot.

91. Swing and sing in the ring.

92.Bake a cake, it's not fake.

93.Eight plates relate to the state.

94.Bright lights fight the night.

95.Climb the time, make it rhyme.

96.Shut the hut, cut the nut.

97.Dream a theme for the team.

98.Free the tree, let it be.

99.Wave the rave, save the cave.

100. Face the space, leave no trace.

101.

102.
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